#1044 - The Auditorium Organ…a celebration of the iconic 1959 Aeolian-Skinner instrument in Independence, Missouri, with comments from John Obetz and Jan Kraybill.

#1045 - In Concert…the excitement of live performance is conveyed through recordings featuring Nathan Laube, Ken Cowan, Carlo Curley, Andrew Kotylo and Vincent Dubois.

#1046 - The Older Boy’s Network…Bach’s eldest sons, Wilhelm Friedemann and Carl Philip Emmanuel, made their own interesting contributions to the repertoire.

#1047 - Two for Teaching…a focus on new instruments at Indiana University, Bloomington (C. B. Fisk), and North Texas University, Denton (Hellmuth Wolff).

#1048 - Gothic Glory…at the Cathedral of Saint John the Divine in New York City we revisit the newly restored 146-rank Aeolian-Skinner pipe organ in this world’s largest Gothic-style church.